
Darkness 471 

Chapter 471 - The Chaotic Duo 

Kahn had a curious expression on his countenance as Oliver urged him to get the gang together before 

they went to the entrance to the inner barrier. Because they had no other choice left since there was 

absolutely nothing other than the chaotic environment filled with lightning strikes, burnt ground, and 

streams of magma. 

To someone like Kahn, this was the definition of Purgatory where the biggest sinners were sent to 

repent for eternity in many religions and cultures. 

"Why?" asked Kahn. 

"I can't tell you. You will need to see it for yourself." replied Oliver. 

"Fine then. Call back everyone." commanded Kahn. 

After almost half a day, all the subordinates gathered. And since there were no suns and moons in this 

region inside the second barrier, just dark thundering clouds and typhoons… none of them could even 

tell what time it was. 

Kahn and the gang spent 5 hours just traveling to the said location guided by Oliver. 

As they finally see why Oliver came back for them and asked them to gather first… Kahn and the rest of 

the crew had their keen senses telling them that it was a bad decision. 

Survival Instinct rang like a loudspeaker inside Kahn's head, telling him to run away as soon as he could. 

And this time… it was even more terrifying and louder than the last time when Kahn faced the aura of 

Stronoff Mikealson, a 4th stage saint swordsman. 

Because there were two gigantic monsters just 3 kilometers away. Each one was around 500 meters in 

height alone and behind them, was a gate that looked identical to the one whence Kahn came. 

Both of these creatures were actually ginormous wolves. 

One had completely white while the other had pitch-black fur. On their legs and heads, were some sort 

of ancient runes that glowed blue and red respectively. 

But before Kahn's entourage, who were hiding their presence completely, could even do anything or 

approach these two creatures… 

"Oho, brother. Looks like that bird is back with more of his friends." said the gigantic white wolf. 

"Come here little birdy. Want to play again?" he asked in a mischievous tone. 

"Fool! Is that what you should be excited about? 

And why are there beasts like us this time? Shouldn't it be those warriors from small and weak species 

as always? 

And I think that other than that weakling human among them, the rest are all monsters. 



There's even an undead amongst them." said the black wolf who reprimanded his brother. 

Everyone was terrified as soon as they were noticed from this far distance. Because of Kahn's skills that 

he imparted to them, all of them were extremely efficient in hiding their presence. But even so, they 

were found very easily. 

[System, what are these two?] asked Kahn as he 

[Both of them are Mythical Rank creatures named Skoll and Hati. Direct Descendants of the Godbeast 

Fenrir.] replied the system. 

[Based on their aura, world energy and size… both of them are at least level 300.] reported the system 

even without Kahn asking. 

Kahn had an awestruck expression on his. 

Mythical Rank! 

Both of these two guardians were of mythical rank. 

Even with their whole crew… taking out one mythical rank was already an impossible task. But there 

were two of them. 

[Human! You should forget about that tablet. Even I can't do anything against them. 

I could be of use if there was only one… but two means certain death for all of us.] Rudra suddenly 

spoke in Kahn's mind. 

"Fuck! No wonder no one was able to retrieve that tablet thing. 

Not only could only semi-saints enter here… but they were up against mythical rank monsters at that. 

Even 3 semi-saints can barely hold against a first-stage saint. But there are 2 who are comparable to a 

third stage saint, maybe even above given their rank." said Kahn. 

Meanwhile, all the generals got in a battle formation, ready to defend their master. 

"Oh, there's one with our bloodline too. But he's too weak. And his bloodline isn't very pure either." said 

the black wolf. 

At this moment, Oliver decided to speak up. 

"Master… I saw them from 20 kilometers away when I was searching through this place. 

And when I saw them from afar and came here to assess the situation… they sensed me despite me 

completely hiding my aura. 

Later, they challenged me to a fight." revealed Oliver. 

"And given the sky and endless supply of lightning. I was already in my peak battlefield environment. 

And since they had hidden their rank, I engaged in a battle with them. 

But after fighting with them head-on, even my biggest attack skill, Vajra… didn't even touch them. 



Rather, my strongest strike was diverted into a different direction." he iterated. 

"But before I could retract from the battle… I was pulled in by some gravitational force and both the 

wolves ran after me as if I was their prey. 

I changed to my Hawkman form and barely managed to escape. But I noticed one thing… 

That one of them can pull things closer while the other can push things away." explained Oliver about 

why he was embarrassed to reveal the reason when Kahn asked him. 

Because Oliver was basically hunted down like two wolves chasing after a turkey. 

That's why even Oliver failed to defeat them since he wasn't confident to win against this duo in his 

Thunderbird form. 

"Master… Those runes. They're similar just like the ones we saw on Vilgax after we destroyed the magic 

formation." said Ceril. 

"I see. I don't think we can defeat them. So I have to try something." spoke Kahn and inside of hiding 

behind his allies, he marched forth. 

Kahn then stopped as soon as he came 2 kilometers close to the massive duo. 

And instead of exuding any type of aura or intent to fight, he acted like someone familiar with these two 

monsters. 

"Before we start… I have a proposition. 

Instead of fighting between ourselves for no reason. How about we…" he said and revealed his plan to 

avoid a conflict. 

"Make a deal?" 

Chapter 472 - The Negotiation 

Kahn stood in front of these two gigantic wolves, who appeared more like Wolf Deities to him at this 

point. There was no fear or hesitation on his face either when anyone else in his place would've run 

away right from the beginning. 

"I and my subordinates only need to enter the door behind you. 

And if you agree to our request… I have a proposition to offer." said Kahn as he looked both these 

creatures in the eye. 

He wasn't being careless when he came and stood close to these two. He had defensive measures of his 

own ready. 

If these two creatures decided to attack him or make any dangerous move, he'd instantly switch places 

with Ronin, who had silently created a 5 kilometers distance between him and the two mythical rank 

monsters. 

Kahn would Shadow Swap ability and appear far away while Ronin would use the Phase Shift ability to 

save himself. 



But to propose a deal, he had to take a risk. 

"Before we start that conversation… How? How can you understand and speak our language?" asked 

Skoll, the white one among the duo. 

"Does it matter? You should be focused on what I'm offering instead." said Kahn confidently. 

"And what is that?" asked Hati, the black one. 

Kahn then spoke with a benign smile on his face… 

"Freedom." 

Declared Kahn as if offering the easiest thing in the world. 

"Oh… interesting. And how do you propose we do that, human?" asked Hati again. 

"We have dealt with this before. And we know how to get rid of these." said Kahn. 

"Now, you can choose to attack us or let us help you escape this imprisonment. In the latter choice… 

Everyone benefits." he said in a magnanimous tone. 

"Ha ha! Haha!" 

Skoll's loud laugh that shook the ground resounded in the 4 kilometers radius. 

"What an idiot." spoke Hati without showing the slightest will to corporate. 

[Master, actually… Their runes are on their heads. If we want to break the formation… you know what I 

mean.] just then, Ceril spoke through the telepathy link. 

[Fuck! I really should have thought this through.] thought Kahn but still carried on his bluff. 

"You're not the first one to propose this idea, human brat. Many people stronger than you have already 

tried and failed. Besides…" said Hati but before he continued, 

"Where's the fun in that?" said Skoll without a second thought. 

"We have been sealed here for far too long. Maybe over two centuries now. 

And because of the seal, even if we don't want to… we will have to kill you to protect the inner region." 

said Hati. 

"If you want to pass, you will have to kill us. 

Because if you can't even defeat us, then how do you expect yourself to defeat the one who's protecting 

the final barrier?" replied Skoll. 

"What?! There's another one?!" asked Kahn with a dumbfounded expression. 

[There are two motherfucking Mythical rank monsters here! And they're not even the final bosses? 

The Map 

I can't even defeat these guys. How am I going to fight against the one inside?] he rambled in his mind. 



"And can you tell me who sealed you?" asked Kahn. 

"Ah, there was this bastard called Ymir. 

He was what you'd call an 8th stage saint by your standards. 

He fought and defeated us a long time ago. And then he imprisoned and sealed us in this place before 

he died. 

These runes are what's giving us a supply of world energy. So that's how we're still alive. 

And also, it stops us from going away more than 100 kilometers or even killing ourselves or each other. 

We have been treated like guard dogs who can't even die of their free will. 

In the past hundred years, many people what you call semi-saints came here to what's inside. 

But none have managed to get past us." said Hati, who seemed to be the knowledgeable one of the duo. 

BOOM!! 

Suddenly, a heavy aura that not only pressured Kahn but also the other legendary rank generals was 

emitted from the duo. 

"Only the worthy shall pass. And only a death worthy of our lives will free us. 

So if you don't dare to do so… then get lost. We won't offer you another chance." spoke Skoll. 

With their final intimation… Kahn had no other choice but to rethink his options. 

The next second, Kahn quickly dashed back to his allies and their entire crew absconded. 

Unlike some standard mindless monsters, Skoll & Hati were already on the same level as Kahn's generals 

in terms of sentience. 

---------------- 

"Dammit! We don't have any other choice but to fight. At this rate… I don't think it's even possible to get 

past that door." spoke Kahn. 

"But master, I don't understand why they let us go? 

They said that none of the others who came before us managed to get past them. 

Means either they let them go, or killed all of them." spoke Ronin with a thoughtful expression. 

"The latter is more likely the case. Otherwise, the three factions would've known about two mythical 

rank monsters being the guardians of that door. 

But we weren't informed anything about it. Means none of them survived." replied Kahn. 

"Could it be that they were afraid of us? I mean, we do have bigger numbers. And if we add the snake to 

the list, we might be able to kill them." spoke Jugram. 



"Not possible. The runes on their heads have a massive amount of energy reserves. Even if we all gang 

up on them… they won't run out of the reserves for days. 

The same isn't the case for us." said Ceril. 

Kahn and company will fight it. 

"That's the main problem. Their abilities are extraordinary. Both of them have perfect control over their 

skills. 

When I fought them previously… they weren't even trying to kill me. Rather, they were just passing 

time." spoke Oliver. 

"Their attack range should be around 15 kilometers based on their ranks and levels. But they allowed us 

to come that close. 

You all should understand what it means right?" interjected Omega as all of them came to a certain 

realization about their enemies. 

That both Skoll & Hati… 

Didn't even count any of them as a worthy opponents. 

Chapter 473 - Push and Pull 

Kahn and the crew had dejected expressions on their faces. This was probably the biggest hurdle they 

ever faced since their new journey in Verlassen fiefdom began. 

They were a bunch who had the confidence to go against a mythical rank opponent because of their 

line-up of legendary rank subordinates and Rudra. But now, there were two of these mythical rank 

creatures. 

Even someone like Rudra wasn't confident to win in a fight against one of them, let alone two. 

"We have to give it a try." spoke Kahn. 

"Are you sure, master? Because I don't think we have a chance." said Omega. 

"It's not like I have a choice. If we stop now, there are so many things we have to lose. 

Both Pureblood & Neutral Faction won't leave me alone if I don't bring the Tablet." spoke Kahn with a 

somber expression. 

"Plus soon, I'll become a saint. And then, I'll have to run the fiefdom from outside of the barrier. 

Till now, all of them paid attention to me and treated me carefully because they wanted the tablet. But 

if I fail… I'm just another 1st stage saint who can be dealt with easily." he explained. 

"But we can't be certain that it'll work. We don't know much of their abilities." said Blackwall in a stoic 

voice. 

"Well, even if you all die, I have enough resources to revive all of you quickly." said Kahn. 

"Alright then… let's make a viable plan first." 



---------------- 

ONE HOUR LATER. 

BOOM! 

Thud! 

Team power rangers walked towards the Skoll and Hati who were already awaiting them after sensing 

their presence from 10 kilometers away. 

"So you all have decided to die today, huh?" said Skoll as they gazed at all of the generals who had taken 

their true forms already. 

Apart from Kahn and Omega, everyone else was present in their group. 

"The ones to die will be you two." said Blackwall. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

The entire surroundings of the 5 kilometers radius shook and even the ground trembled as an 

unimaginably horrifying aura that cracked the ground spread like a massive explosion. 

Six Legendary rank monsters now stood against two Mythical rank beasts. 

"Huh… these little children are way up their heads. Why don't we show them who's the superior one 

here, brother?" said Hati with a wide grin on his face. 

In the following moment, two dreadful auras… one white and another black spread in the surroundings 

and completely overwhelmed the previous collective auras and pressure spread by the generals. 

All the generals suddenly felt fear of imminent death in their bodies. Even though they all could fight 

against a 3rd stage saint on their own based on their abilities & skills… 

The level 300+ mythical rank wolves were already comparable to a legit fourth stage saint because of 

their rank. And there were two of them. So their collective murderous aura easily thwarted the one 

released by the generals. 

In response, all of the generals got into battle formation. 

Blackwall and Jugram in the front, Ceril, and Ronin in the middle and Armin in the back. 

Oliver however, quickly spread his wings and took off high in the sky. 

Other than Blackwall, Oliver and Jugram, the rest looked like little toddlers in front of Skoll & Hati due to 

their size differences. 

The duo of five hundred meter tall wolves activated all the tunes on their bodies and finally decided to 

show them why they looked down on all the generals. 

Crack! 

Crack! 



Blackwall used Terrain Manipulation and 20 massive boulders, each sizing around 100 meters in height 

alone, ascended from the ground and he grabbed two of them in both hands. 

And like the beast titan, he threw these massive boulders one by one that were only one-tenth of his 

ginormous size. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Whrew! 

The boulders that were big enough to kill a thousand soldiers in a battle with a single strike were hurled 

high in the air and soon, reached the wolf brothers who stood two kilometers away. 

BOOM!! 

A burst of white aura was revealed from Skoll and as soon as came a kilometer close… all 20 of the 

boulders suddenly stopped midway in the air. 

"How primitive." spoke Skoll as he scoffed at the Kronos general who was a variant primordial titan. 

"We don't accept gifts from strangers. Take them back." said Hati and the next second, a black aura that 

encapsulated these massive boulders came to be. 

And before Blackwall could even react, a suction force suddenly dragged his massive one kilometer tall 

body towards the wolves. 

Swish! Swish! 

All the 20 boulders suddenly changed their target and now, they quickly launched themselves in 

Blackwall's direction while breaking the sound barrier. Blackwall, who was getting dragged towards 

them by an invisible force didn't even have a chance to defend himself. 

BANG! 

Shatter! 

Clang! 

BOOM! 

And in just 10 seconds, all the boulders that were intended to hit the enemy actually hit their master 

instead. 

Boooom!! 

An ear-deafening noise resounded in the 5 kilometers radius as the legendary rank titan was quickly 

incapacitated and his ginormous body fell on the ground. Forming hundreds of crevices in the 2 

kilometers radius. 

If not for his titan body and defensive skills, even Blackwall wouldn't have been able to survive those 

boulder-canon shots. 



Jugram on the other end quickly activated Hell Domain which reduced the enemy's stats while giving 

him a massive boost in strength. 

However…. 

Before he could even charge at the wolves, all the hellfire that spread on this battlefield was sucked in 

and formed a 200 meters radius fireball. 

Hati, the one with the gravity pull skill gave a smirk to the Diablos general who was of the same size as 

them. 

In the following second… Skoll, the Almighty Push user activated his skills and the massive fireball was 

coated in his white aura. 

BANG!! 

Just like before, Hati pulled in Jugram and Skoll hit him with the hellfire wrecking ball. 

BOOM!! 

Jugram was flung a kilometer away as his own weapon was used against him. 

Hati then pulled in those massive earth elemental boulders and skoll used his powers to hit Jugram 

again with those boulders. 

It hadn't even been 5 minutes since the battle started and yet… the vanguard was already taken down. 

"Two down…" spoke Skoll as he grinned. 

The next moment, Hati completed the sentence. 

"Four more to go." 

Chapter 474 - Way Too Easy 

As the mythical rank wolves took down their vanguard despite all the buffs and team effects from 

Blackwall, Jugram and Armin, the remaining four had no choice but to act quickly. 

Ceril from the left end, flew dozens of meters high in the air using his four massive wings that spanned 

50 meters in width. 

The next second, he quickly summoned the scythe of the reaper and also activated Book of the Damned 

that increased his stats by 4 times and attack damage output by 3 times. 

He quickly cast thousands of shadow blades made with pure dark magic and darkness element and 

launched a barrage of these blades that once destroyed the army of millions of soldiers when he fought 

against the Ashokvatika monster. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 



As if a massive tornado of thousands of blades, each of which was ten meters long came towards the 

direct descendants of the godbeasts Fenrir, both the wolves released their aura and a visible wall of 

world energy at the same time. 

"Oho… darkness element. This is interesting. 

How do we deal with these?" spoke Skoll as he still had a narcissistic grin on his mouth. 

"Same as usual." spoke Hati. 

"Urgh… what's happening?" asked Ceril with an alarmed voice through his faceless skull. 

Clatter! 

Clatter! 

Thousands of the shadow blades that were suddenly stopped in the air now started quivering and right 

before Ceril himself… all of them were instantly covered in Skoll & Hati's auras at the same time. 

Every single one of the shadow blades had a black and a white aura swirling around them like Yin and 

Yang. 

"Impossible!" exclaimed Ceril as he finally realized one thing. 

At this moment… both his enemies actually had full control over the shadow blades as if stealing candy 

from a child. 

The next second, instead of attacking the gigantic wolves, the shadow blades suddenly came to their 

side of the battlefield and novel, they looked ready to attack their caster instead. 

"He he! Let's get some bones to munch on." said Skoll as he looked at Ceril's skeleton figure. 

For the first time after his evolution… Ceril felt like his entire being was under threat as the white wolf 

talked about eating his bones. 

And before he could get the gist of things… the tornado of shadow blades suddenly launched towards 

their side instead. 

Ceril quickly cast the Darkness barrier while Armin cast his Wood Elemental dome that covered him like 

an egg. 

BOOM! 

BANG! 

Clang! 

A relentless barrage of shadow blades collided against their respective barriers and in a matter of 

seconds, hundreds of long cracks formed on their protective barrier… 

Shatter! 

Crack! 



Shatter! 

It didn't even take a minute before both the barriers were broken and Ceril, who was floating in the air, 

was hit by his own ace skill that was unparalleled in a large-scale battle. 

Thud! His disheveled figure dropped on the ground. While on Armin's side… 

The heavily injured figure of the Erdtree general who had the best healing and alchemy skills was 

revealed to them. 

Thud!! 

His four-legged body dropped on the ground, and liters of green blood spurt out of his body from dozens 

of wounds as he had too many lacerations. 

Armin didn't even get a chance to attack or protect himself before he was taken out of the game. 

SCREECH!! 

Oliver had already amassed all the lightning strikes in the 5 kilometers region and made his ultimate 

move again. 

Vajra! 

A 50 meters long lightning spear suddenly charged at the wolves from the vast sky. 

Zing! 

Zing! 

Before the lightning even struck… the attack stopped midway. 

Instead… Skoll and Hati controlled this skill as well and launched it towards Ceril who just got up on his 

feet. 

Zap! 

In just seconds, the 100 meter tall skeletal body of the Necromancer general was zapped on the spot. 

As for Oliver, Hati pulled him closer to them since he was under 15 kilometers in height in the sky and 

Skoll then launched the remaining hundreds of shadow blades at him. 

Oliver in his Thunderbird form was of the same size as the wolves, but under this irresistible gravity 

control skill used by his enemies, even he lost control and was struck by the volley of attacks from 

hundreds of shadow blades at the same time. 

BANG!! 

His massive body collided against the dark elemental blades while the duo of wolves used his Vajra 

attack, the skill that killed Vilgax not long ago to take down Ceril. 

BOOM!! 

His massive body dropped on the ground and a large cloud of dust spread across like a storm. 



Ronin, the only remaining general, in his new Thanatos form was the only one who remained 

unaffected. 

Previously, when the mythical rank wolves controlled Ceril's shadow blades and launched a massive 

wave toward them, he used the Phase Shift skill and all the attacks passed right through without 

harming him in any manner. 

Swoosh!! 

The next moment, his image flickered and disappeared right from the spot. 

The following is, he appeared one kilometer away and the wolves quickly used the shadow blades and 

the massive boulders to attack him again. 

But just like before… Ronin phased right through them again. 

However, none of them had a scared or alarmed expression. 

And right when Ronin was only 100 meters close to the duo…. 

BOOM!! 

Crackle! 

Crackle! 

Before Ronin even touched his enemies… his entire body was plastered on the ground without even 

having the ability to move the muscle. 

"It's that tentacle nutjob's ability who was sealed outside before we were brought here. How do you 

have it?" asked Hati. 

"Nevermind… a spiritual creature or not… you can't escape gravity. 

Not when you're closest to us." spoke Skoll in a mocking tone. 

The next second, Ronin's body was yeeted out by the wolf brothers. 

BANG! 

Ronin was thrown so fast that if not for his skill allowing him to phase through things, he'd be squashed 

like a tomato on the ground. 

10 MINUTES! 

It took these two mythical rank enemies only 10 minutes before they took out Kahn's six legendary rank 

generals. 

Kahn, who watched this battle through the shared vision with the generals, spoke in a terrified voice… 

"Holy mother of Revenge Counter!" 

Chapter 475 - Best Stategy Ever 



Kahn was speechless as he saw the aftermath. Currently, he was sharing his vision with all the 

subordinates and now stood 30 kilometers away by using the Telepathy Link skill. 

These two mythical wolves ironically used his team's skills against them and took out all of them without 

even taking a single step. 

And since Kahn couldn't use Dimensional Law skills here because the space inside the entire 2nd barrier 

was sealed by something… there was no way any of them could even touch these two mythical rank 

enemies. 

But instead of attacking back or killing the generals… 

"Go away. You guys aren't even good enough for a warmup." spoke Skoll. 

"And I was expecting a good battle. What a letdown." said Hati. 

And right in front of the massive bodies of their enemies that were out of operation… 

Both the wolves lay down on the ground and closed their eyes. 

Kahn saw this scene from Ronin's eyes, who was barely conscious at this moment. 

And he was simply too stunned to speak... 

Because in the middle of this destroyed battlefield and massive bodies of incapacitated enemies, Skoll 

and Hati were… 

Taking a nap. 

---------------- 

New Achievement Unlocked… 

Team Legendary Generals was royally insulted. 

The biggest slap in the face Kahn and his allies ever received was delivered by these two brothers. 

Not only did they decimate the entire team of legendary rank generals… but they were so laidback 

about it to the point they decided to sleep right after the enemies were dealt with. 

This was a whole different level of flex Kahn had ever seen. Because both of them didn't even care about 

finishing off the enemies at all. 

[System… pull everyone back.] commanded Kahn. 

Soon, all the generals turned into massive black shadows and sprinted toward Kahn's direction. 

The fact that none of the two wolves even used a physical attack or actively ran across the battlefield 

made Kahn realize two things. 

One, they probably didn't have any physical attack skills. That despite their massive bodies, they only 

had psychic or telekinesis skills. 



As far as physical skills or elemental attacks went… these two didn't have any because they couldn't 

move while using their powers. 

The way he saw it, they were more like a Gravity Law sort of skill that Kahn had never even heard of 

before. 

Two, they chose not to kill the generals because they were either just toying with the group or actually 

wanted to be killed but could not do so because of the runes that sealed them in this place. 

So the whole encounter was just a test taken by Skoll & Hati to see if the generals had what it took to kill 

them. 

Which, the gang did not have the ability to. Instead, it was more likely that their attacks would be used 

to kill their own allies. 

After a few minutes, all the generals returned and merged with his shadow. 

[Haha haha haha!! Look at these losers. Couldn't even touch the enemy side.] laughed Rudra in Kahn's 

mind. 

"Shut up you useless shit. If you were there, they would've wrung you like a wet towel until your body 

was twisted a thousand times." said Omega as he defended the others. 

"Alright, I don't have time for your quarrels. 

System, use as many as mana ores you need and recover their state." spoke Kahn. 

[Recovery procedure initiated. 700 thousand SS Rank mana cores and ores taken from the host's space 

ring.] replied the system. 

5 hours later, all the generals had recovered and now surrounded Kahn in their human forms. 

"That was pretty… embarrassing." said Blackwall as he tried to avert his gaze from Kahn. 

Not just him, but everyone else had a similar expression. 

"You're all alive because they chose to not kill you. Otherwise, it would've taken me days to resurrect all 

of you even with all the resources I have. 

And since we've already wasted 2 days now, we can't afford any more failures." said Kahn. 

"But master… I don't think we still have any chance to defeat them even if we fought again." said Ceril. 

However, Kahn had a different thought compared to the rest. 

"I noticed a few things while I watched the fight from all of your eyes. 

And if I'm right… they have some conditions while using their powers." spoke Kahn with a thoughtful 

expression. 

"What conditions, master?" asked Ronin. 

"During a battle… both of them cannot use their powers at the same time. 



Skoll or Hati always used their skills and abilities only after one of them finished using his skill. 

And even though they are extremely powerful, using their powers takes a lot of mental strain on them. 

I think that's why the runes are right on their heads." he revealed. 

"And I think we have a way. But most of you will have to die if we want to succeed. 

Well, if we don't succeed… it's the end for us anyway." said Kahn as he looked around all the 

subordinates. 

Because at this moment… a plan hatched in his mind and he relayed the battle tactic to all of them. 

Because for them… it was a situation no different than do or die. 

---------------- 

10 HOURS LATER. 

Thud! 

Thud! 

The six generals again marched towards the duo of mythical rank brothers who previously put them in 

their place and taught all of them a harsh lesson that one should not try to aim above their rank just 

because they have more numbers. 

"Huh... You dared to come back? Don't tell me the previous lesson wasn't enough for all of you?" said 

Skoll. 

"Interesting… their eyes are filled with resolve. 

Like someone who isn't afraid to die. 

Well then, let's send them to the afterlife. There's no point in playing around." spoke Hati and now… 

both the wolf brothers seemed to have decided to finish off Kahn's crew. 

But instead of exuding any killing intent or even releasing their auras…. 

Thud! 

Thud! 

All the legendary rank generals suddenly knelt on their knees and shouted together in a vehement 

tone… 

"We beg you to let us pass!" 

Chapter 476 - The Deception 

Kahn's team of legendary rank generals suddenly knelt in front of the two mythical rank wolves Skoll and 

Hati when they faced the duo for the second time. And their sudden pleading about letting them go past 

the door took both the brothers by surprise. 

"What… what are they doing? Shouldn't they be picking up a fight with us? 



Didn't we tell them that we will have to kill them even if we didn't want to?..." spoke Hati, the black 

wolf. 

But just when Skoll was about to speak his mind… 

BOOM!! 

All of them released their auras to the full extent at the same time. But instead of charging at the 

mythical rank duo like before… 

Blackwall, who was kneeling on the ground, used an earth-style jutsu and created a massive 600 meters 

tall wall that suddenly burst out of the ground and protected their side. 

Ceril quickly cast the Darkness Barrier and covered all of them in a matter of seconds. 

Armin then cast a buff on all the allies that boosted all their stats and attack damage by 3 times and he 

too cast a yellow protection barrier around all of them. 

Hati & Skoll took it as a challenge and started the second round of their battle. 

And like before, both of them used their powers and pulled the gigantic earth wall towards them with all 

of their strength and then crumbled it under high gravitational force. 

Crack! 

Shatter! 

They shattered the enormous wall in seconds and as the rubble fell, they used it to attack the darkness 

barrier. 

BANG! 

Clang! 

Hundreds of massive boulders struck the darkness barrier in succession and their collision noises filled 

the entire battlefield. 

The ground trembled from the shockwaves after shockwaves and finally, a big crack opened in the pitch-

black barrier. 

BANG! 

BOOM! 

Crack! 

After another volley of the attack, they finally broke Ceril's barrier. 

But as the yellow protection barrier cast by Armin appeared in front of them, both the wolves quickly 

used the remaining boulders to break the 2nd barrier. 

Crack! 

Shatter! 



In contrast to the first one, this barrier cast by the Pathfinder general quickly broke and then instantly 

shattered. 

But just when Skoll and Hati thought that they had succeeded… a figure of a gigantic bird who was of the 

same size as them suddenly appeared behind the shattered barrier. 

A massive 50 meters wide golden and ethereal orb that had amassed in front of Oliver's beak shone 

brightly. 

Swoosh! 

The golden orb quickly sped up and in just 10 seconds… the orb came a hundred meters close to the 

enemies. 

As it reached 50 meters close to the gigantic figures of the mythical wolves… it suddenly stopped in the 

air. 

"Such a childish move. What's this supposed to do?" said Skoll as he looked down on this golden orb 

that was like a football in front of two dogs. 

BOOM!! 

A massive burst of golden aura exploded from the orb and suddenly, both the mythical rank opponents 

fell behind. 

Soul Distortion! 

Oliver finally used the Soul Distortion skill that damaged an enemy's soul. This was the very skill that 

nearly killed both Kahn and Kassandra. 

Even someone like Blackwall in his legendary form couldn't stand against this attack. 

Thud! 

BANG! 

Both the brothers fell on the ground as their souls received heavy damage and their mind and body 

connection was greatly affected. 

Although it wasn't enough to kill them given their levels and ranks… both of them were temporarily 

incapacitated. 

"Now!" 

Suddenly, Kahn's voice resounded in all of their ears. 

Jugram quickly cast Hell Domain and Ceril activated his wide red suppression barrier. 

"These runts! I'm really going to kill them now!" shouted Skoll furiously. 

But at this moment, both of them couldn't even control their own bodies. 

On top of it, under the suppression of the hell domain and Ceril's barrier, both of their physical stats 

were reduced by 55% considering the difference between their levels and rank. 



Swoosh! 

But before the brothers could even get up… 

Two 100 meter tall identical figures appeared right beside, one on each side of the wolves. And on the 

hands of these two figures were 10 meter long blades made up of an unknown metal. 

Stab! 

Pierce! 

The two Ronin, one original and the other being his doppelganger, plunged their dagger-like blades that 

he gained after his evolution and cut through the necks of both the brothers who were taken out by 

Oliver's surprise attack. 

Their arrogance made them look down on that small orb attack skill and thus they ended up in a state 

where they couldn't even use their powers. 

And to Kahn, who planned it all… this was the biggest weakness these two had. 

Since the Soul Distortion skill took too much time to activate, Kahn waited for 10 hours until Oliver had 

fully charged it. 

And then had his generals create layers of barriers during the fight so they could not see Oliver activate 

this skill while they were busy attacking the generals. 

And just as he expected… both the mythical rank opponents looked on this skill and even allowed it to 

come closer just to flex their superiority. 

And in the meanwhile, Ronin had used his SSS Rank Invisibility skill to completely hide his presence and 

traces of existence. 

As soon as the brothers were temporarily incapacitated and couldn't use their powers, Ronin appeared 

right beside them, created a doppelganger, and made the killing move on the already weakened bodies 

of Skoll and Hati. 

"These... Ah, there's no point." spoke Hati as he whimpered after the real Ronin pulled out his blades 

from the former's neck. 

Spurt! 

A fast stream of red blood gushed out of their necks and soon, a massive stream of red blood flew on 

the ground. 

Ronin quickly disappeared from the spot and appeared next to the other generals the next second in 

order to avoid any surprise attack from the two. 

And like always… 

Arrogance had caused the downfall of two mighty beings. 

Huff! 



Huff! 

Both the brothers who faced each other as their necks bled like streams of rivers had an aghast 

expression. 

The runes on their heads and legs started fading and disappeared completely after a minute. 

The next second, Kahn's figure suddenly appeared in between them while his boots soaked in their 

blood. 

But instead of attacking him or pulling any last move… 

Both the brothers spoke in unison. 

"Thank you… for freeing us." 

Chapter 477 - Two Seniors 

As the massive bodies of the gigantic mythical rank wolves lay on the black and charred battlefield, Kahn 

stood in between their bodies and looked at the two brothers who were having their final breaths. 

But instead of showing hostility, Skoll and Hati thanked Kahn out of the blue. 

"I should be thanking you instead. You were going easy on us from the beginning. If we didn't have this 

second chance… it would've been impossible for us to defeat you." said Kahn with a hint of gratitude in 

his voice. 

Because he noticed that both of them hadn't even used their innate skills or bloodline abilities in both 

battles. Rather, they fought with the bare minimum of their skills. 

No way in hell the two mythical rank monsters would be so easy to take down even with his well-

thought strategy if they had gone all out. 

It was as if they were doing what the seals on their heads forced them to do while only using enough 

skills and force to repel Kahn's generals. 

Although Kahn indeed found a weakness… just executing the plan became possible because the enemies 

didn't even reveal their full powers even till the last moment. 

This wasn't a win he achieved based on his skills or worthiness and neither was it a hard-won victory but 

actually a pity shown by these two mythical rank descendants of a godbeast. 

And the evident truth was… 

Skoll and Hati allowed Kahn's team to kill them. 

"May I ask why you didn't use all of your skills?" asked Kahn. 

"Because all of you would've died even before you came ten kilometers close to our proximity." said 

Skoll as liters of blood dripped from his mouth. 

"Do not be discouraged, human. It's just that for beings like us with great lineage… a life of a slave isn't 

worth living." spoke Hati in a somber tone. 



"We already made our peace with death long ago. We'd rather be dead than become someone's 

servant. But that's a fate we've been enduring for two centuries now. 

And out of all those who came till this point… only your warriors seemed to have a chance." iterated 

Skoll. 

"And you didn't use your strength but our weakness against us. That's an honorable defeat in my eyes. 

And finally, we can leave this hellish place." declared Hati again. 

Even in their dying moments, both of them were only speaking in turns as if it represented their 

existence. 

Tap! 

Tap! 

Omega in his white attire of the nobility and a katana on his waist appeared close to their fallen heads 

and looked at the ginormous bodies from up close. 

He made a 90-degree bow to both of them as a form of showing respect to these great warriors. 

"Come forth... Our kin." said Hati as he barely gathered his remaining strength to talk. 

Huff! 

Huff! 

"Let this be… our parting gift to you. 

I hope you don't have to experience the same fate as us." said Skoll as he huffed heavily. 

Those were the last words spoken by the mythical rank brothers who chose to die willingly rather than 

carrying on living after two centuries of enslavement. 

To them, death was the only way to get free from the chains that bound them. 

As for Kahn and the others… they now felt bad for killing these guardians who were forced to live a fate 

worse than death for such a long time. 

And after they finally died peacefully… both of their bodies suddenly lightened up and an ethereal black 

and white orb of energy appeared above the corpses of Skoll and Hati respectively. 

"Master…. Those are the wisps of their souls. I can feel it." said Ronin. 

"Are they dangerous?" asked Kahn. 

"No, there are not. It's more likely that they carry only fragments of their souls. Like memories." replied 

Ronin, the one who landed the finishing blow. 

And right before everyone's eyes, the two wisps entered Omega's body. The very next moment, he felt a 

surge of immense energy run through his flesh and veins. 



For the next half an hour, Omega stood still on the spot without opening his eyes as he absorbed the 

wisps. 

And finally, after he opened his eyes, Omega looked at the lifeless corpses of these two mythical rank 

beings who could've killed them all long ago if they wanted to. 

"Thank you… seniors. I shall live up to your expectations." said Omega with grateful eyes. 

He again bowed in respect to Skoll and Hati to show his appreciation. 

"What did you receive?" asked Kahn who stood beside him. 

"They gave their knowledge about how to improve the Fenrir bloodline as well as make proper use of 

other godbeasts bloodlines. 

I thought I was the exception. But turns out the many descendants of the Godbeast Fenrir have the 

Devourer ability." said Omega. 

"Oh, the skill you gained when you evolved into a Lycan?" asked Kahn as he remembered one of 

Omega's innate skills back when he ranked up Omega during his hunting days in Bromnir dungeon in 

Flavot city. 

So far, this skill was useless because Omega didn't get his share of godbeast bloodlines and he didn't 

possess enough bloodline purity to make use of them either. 

"So even without knowing that I could evolve you, they imparted their knowledge. 

I guess our impression of them was wrong." said Kahn as he sighed. 

If not forced into the choice of having to kill them… maybe Kahn wouldn't have willingly chosen to fight 

them either. 

Rather than acting like mindless and rabid monsters that he usually fought with… Skoll and Hati seemed 

like the cool adults who had seen a lot about the world and wanted to give proper guidance to the 

young ones like Omega. 

In the following minutes, Kahn had Ronin push their bodies extremely close and started the Ability 

Absorption divine ability. 

And for the first time so far… it took Kahn more than 15 hours to completely absorb their skills, abilities, 

and bloodlines. 

As he was finally done, Kahn didn't bother checking the list and looked at Omega. 

"You ready?" he asked. 

Omega only nodded but with a dejected expression. In his mind, he felt sad for both Skoll and Hati who 

were forced by a powerful entity to live as slaves for two hundred years. 

"Merge!" commanded Kahn as he began the synthesis procedure. 

Omega was the very first subordinate he created in the abyss forest after he faced those three wolves as 

soon as he entered the world of Vantrea. 



Yet he was the last one to finally get a chance to evolve after their expedition began. So to Kahn, it was 

much more important to finally see Omega get his deserved upgrade. 

To Kahn, Omega was and always would be… 

The First Ally. 

Chapter 478 - The Gravity Law 

As soon as the synthesis procedure began, Omega, the first ally who has been with Kahn since Day 1, 

started his evolution… The system notified Kahn. 

[Two million SS Rank cores and ores are required to carry out this synthesis. Otherwise, evolution will be 

a failure.] said the system. 

"What the hell?! Two million? Why so many?" asked Kahn in a befuddled voice? 

[The gap between the levels and ranks of the subordinate Omega and the two specimens is too big. 

Thus, additional resources are required to close off this difference and successfully complete the 

synthesis procedure.] replied the system. 

"I see. That was unexpected. Alright, take it." spoke Kahn and commanded. 

This was the highest count system ever asked of him. 2 million SS Rank cores were enough to create 5 

million ordinary subordinates. 

But thanks to Kahn's current financial state where he didn't have to pay taxes, he had too many 

resources that many billionaires and Saints in Rakos Empire didn't have. 

In the meanwhile, he decided to go through the list of newly acquired abilities. 

"Show me the list." he said. 

And as he went through the list, Kahn was completely flabbergasted and exclaimed… 

"Sweet baby jesus!" 

[Gravity Law acquired! 

The host can create, shape, move, control, interact with and manipulate gravity, a natural phenomenon 

in which all things with mass or energy can be controlled. 

Congratulations to the host for acquiring the following abilities & skills : 

Gravitational Upforce (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

The host can drastically decrease the gravity in a targeted radius area, causing targeted enemies to float 

upward. 

Current maximum range : 2 kilometers 

Maximum number of enemies that can be targeted at once : 1000 



Note : A large source of world energy is required. Host can use this ability only after becoming a Saint 

rank being first. 

---------------- 

Gravitational Downforce (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

The host can drastically increase the gravity in a targeted radius area, causing every target to slam 

downward. 

Current maximum range : 2 kilometers 

Maximum number of enemies that can be targeted at once : 1000 

Note : A large source of world energy is required. Host can use this ability only after becoming a Saint 

rank being first. 

This ability does not work on enemies stronger than the host. 

---------------- 

Congratulations to the host. Both previous abilities have merged under War Dominance. 

War Dominance has risen to stage 6. This effect will be accessible to the host after becoming a saint. 

---------------- 

Attraction (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the host to pull any targeted being in 2 kilometers radius towards himself using immense 

gravitational force. 

Note : This skill does not work on stronger or higher-ranked opponents. 

---------------- 

Repulsion (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

Allow the host to push any targeted being in 2 kilometers radius away from himself using immense 

gravitational force. 

Note : This skill does not work on stronger or higher-ranked opponents. 

---------------- 

Gravity Imprisonment (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

Imprison entities or objects by creating a strong gravitational force around them in a 5 kilometers radius 

around the host. 

Note : This ability requires a massive amount of world energy. The host must become a saint to use this 

skill. 

---------------- 



The system would like to inform the host that the Gravity Law is one of the five strongest laws of reality. 

The host has already mastered the Space Law till peak grandmaster rank. He is advised to impose his 

mastery in gravity law as well as both the laws are very compatible with each other in a battle. 

---------------- 

Bloodline : Godbeast Fenrir 

Current bloodline purity : 55%.] reported the system. 

Skoll & Hati had actually mastered the Gravity Law! 

Kahn was left speechless on the spot after hearing this notification. 

He knew that Space Law was one of the strongest laws but never knew about the others. And 

miraculously, he got these Gravity Law skills, each one of which was absolutely a game-changer in a 

battle 

Because the range and effectiveness of the skills were simply too much. And he'd be able to defeat over 

a thousand enemies at once just by using these abilities and not even having the need to lift a finger. 

Attraction and Repulsion were the exact abilities Hati and Skoll used to pull and push away the generals 

and attacks during the battle. 

Gravitational Upforce and Downforce skills were simply too terrifying because they could lift and slam 

any object or opponent based on his will. 

The first one was the skill they used to control the attacks sent by the legendary rank generals and the 

second one pulled down Oliver's gigantic figure from the sky despite him flying a few kilometers high in 

the air. 

And the Gravity Imprisonment… it was simply an execution skill. 

Although it had a different way of functioning and had limited potential compared to his War 

Dominance blessing. But it was still on par with Lucid Reality when fighting against a single powerful 

enemy. 

Just then, Kahn remembered Hati's words… 

Thankfully, Skoll & Hati didn't use this ability during both the rounds. Or Kahn and his subordinates 

really would've died as soon as they entered 10 kilometers proximity to the mythical rank monsters just 

under that immeasurably terrifying and heavy gravitational force and get turned into a meat paste. 

Kahn had really lucked out big this time. 

---------------- 

10 HOURS LATER 

The synthesis procedure was finally close to an end… the system suddenly alarmed Kahn. 

[The host is advised to quickly run away for more than 10 kilometers.] Informed the system. 



"What?... Why?" he asked. 

[Because the host might not survive the aftermath of the result.] replied the system quickly. 

"The hell…" spoke Kahn but instead of wasting time, he quickly ordered everyone except Ceril to hide in 

his shadow. 

Ceril, who could already fly because of his profession, cast a levitation spell on Kahn and then quickly 

departed. 

And just when they created a 10 kilometers distance from their previous location… the system informed 

Kahn in its lifeless voice. 

But this time… he had a pleased expression because of what the system told him. Kahn spoke in a 

content tone as he heard the results… 

"Finally… It was worth waiting all this time." 

Chapter 479 - The Calamity 

Kahn and Ceril now stood on the black and charred ground 10 kilometers away from the place where 

the synthesis procedure was ongoing. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

The other legendary rank generals quickly exited Kahn's shadow and stood beside him. 

And at the center of the 10 kilometer radius, an immensely terrifying aura was coming forth as if a wave 

of a tsunami was on its way. 

BBOOOOOMMMMM!!! 

CRACK!! 

SHATTER!! 

Massive explosions after explosions and their aftershocks filled the 10 kilometers radius and the ground 

closest to the source was pulverized and thousands of massive cracks and deep crevices spread across 

the whole radius. 

Thousands of boulders rose from the ground and suspended themselves in the air. Soon, even these 

massive and heavy boulders started shattering and crumbled into small pebbles in the matter of 

seconds. 

The whole ten kilometers of topography was turned into smithereens, tall peaks were flattened and the 

cracks were compressed to sink deep below. 

The hard rocks turned into granular sand and the hundreds of lightning strikes that came from the dark 

sky stopped midway as if they were frozen in time. 

AAAWWWOOOOOOOOO!! 



An ear-piercing and ground-shattering howl filled the 10 kilometers of space and the surroundings froze 

under a highly dense and compressed heavy pressure. 

Boulders rose from the ground again, tornados swirled around. Dozens of lightning struck around his 

body and finally, the gravitational force that basically flattened everything within the 10 kilometers 

radius subsided. 

"This pressure… no wonder they said that we all would've died if they didn't hold back. 

And like the system said, even I wouldn't have managed to live if I stood at the origin of the pressure." 

said Kahn as he remembered Skoll and Hati's words before their demise and the recent warning made 

by the system. 

Thud! 

Crackle! 

BANG! 

And finally, Kahn and the Generals saw the main cause of this heaven-shaking pressure that sent shivers 

in their spine despite being the allies. 

A 700 meters tall and 250 meters wide ginormous body of a Silver wolf with black scale-like spikes 

around its forelegs and hindlegs as well as under its maw came to be. 

Four massive fangs with hundreds of sharp teeth were revealed along with claws that were 50 meters in 

length alone as this ginormous wolf growled. 

Omega had inherited the physical appearance and traits of both Skoll and Hati and basically, he 

appeared like both of them had morphed together. 

SHRILL!! 

His tyrannical and horrifying aura had basically frozen the region and still floating boulders and flowing 

lightning gave this scenario an ominous appearance as if this wasn't just an evolution but a birth of a 

World Calamity. 

Finally after 10 minutes, Omega controlled his aura that even made the other legendary rank generals 

scared. 

Kahn and the rest came to the now calm surroundings and stood a few hundred meters away from 

Omega. 

Omega looked at Kahn from afar and slowly bowed his head till it reached a dozen meters close to Kahn. 

"You have waited for the longest. I hope you're satisfied." said Kahn with a genuine smile on his face. 

"System, show me the details." ordered Kahn. 

[Following are the statistics and abilities of the subordinate named Omega : 

Name : Omega 



Species : Hrodvitnir (Variant Fenrir) 

Job : Dual Swords Samurai (Legendary Rank) 

Rank : Mythical Rank 

Level : 372 

Strength : 38948 

Agility : 35890 

Dexterity : 34614 

Defense : 28903 

Mana : 24792 

--------------- 

Following are the newly acquired abilities : 

Gravitational Upforce (Saint Rank) (Active) 

Gravitational Downforce (Saint Rank) (Active) 

Attraction (Saint Rank) (Active) 

Repulsion (Saint Rank) (Active) 

Gravity Imprisonment ( Saint Rank) (Active) 

Sword King (SSS Rank) 

Sword Battlemaster (SSS Rank) 

---------------- 

Gravity Domain (Legendary Rank) (Active) : 

Subordinate Omega can create and control a gravitational field within a 10 kilometers radius. 

Allowing the subordinate to move faster, be more agile, conserve stamina, or fly, all by decreasing the 

effects of gravity on himself. 

Excluding the host and fellow subordinates, all the other beings from the opposition shall have their 

Defense reduced by 40% and Agility reduced by 90% inside the Gravity Domain. 

---------------- 

Effects of the Legendary rank job Dual Swords Samurai : 

Dual Swords Samurai (Legendary Rank) (Passive) : 

While using dual katana wield during a battle, the subordinate will have a 200% increase in agility and 

strength attributes. 



With each passing hour during a battle, the subordinate shall receive an additional 50% effectiveness 

increase in all physical and magical attacks and skills. 

---------------- 

Following are the upgraded abilities & skills : 

Bloodline Boost (SSS Rank) (Passive) : 

Allows the subordinate to use chosen bloodline effects absorbed from other Godbeast species that can 

be used for 1 Hour. 

--------------- 

Bloodlust (SSS Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the subordinate to focus killing intent on everyone in a 5 kilometers meter radius and put them 

in a fearful state for 2 Hours. 

--------------- 

Fenrir's Howl (SSS Rank) (Active) : 

The subordinate's roar can disorient anyone except the host and fellow subordinates within an 8 

kilometers radius. 

--------------- 

Wolf Sovereign (SSS Rank) (Passive) : 

Allows the subordinate to command & exert authority on any Lykos (Wolf) related species. 

--------------- 

Devourer (Legendary Rank) (Passive) : 

Allows the subordinate Omega to absorb & purify the bloodlines of other Godbeast species. 

Note : The innate ability has risen in ranks after merging with two mythical rank creatures with the same 

skill. 

--------------- 

Quickdraw (SSS Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the subordinate to instantly increase his speed by 500% for 30 seconds. 

Current range : 5 kilometers 

Note : This technique can be used to target multiple enemies at once. The number of targets and 

effective range will rise with the increase in Mastery of this Combat technique and the Levels & Rank of 

the subordinate. 

--------------- 



Sword Will (Saint Rank) (Passive) : 

Allows the subordinate to comprehend sword skills and techniques at a fast pace. 

Note : The subordinate will be able to drastically improve swordsmanship skills after practicing them. 

--------------- 

Mirage Blades (Saint Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the subordinate to create 500 mirage swords made of aura, mana, elemental attributes, and 

world energy. 

--------------- 

Elemental Domain (SSS Rank) (Active) : 

Allows the subordinate to create a 10 kilometers radius domain in which the subordinate can control all 

elemental attributed attacks and spells for 10 minutes. 

---------------- 

Bloodline : Godbeast Fenrir 

Current bloodline purity : 75% 

---------------- 

The Host is advised to mix the subordinate with more specimens of the Godbeast Fenrir bloodline.] 

reported the system. 

Kahn then told everyone about Omega's new form, his abilities, and his rank. 

To this revelation, all of the generals shouted in unison… 

"This is cheating!!" 

Chapter 480 - The Fastest 

All the generals stood rooted on the spot and had an expression full of disbelief. Although they kind of 

saw it coming… Omega's new evolution far exceeded their imagination and expectations. 

Because Skoll and Hati literally bullied them in the first battle and they had the skills to take down every 

single one of them even after all the generals ganged up on the two mythical monsters. 

And it only took them 10 minutes to beat the generals to a pulp with the gravity law skills. 

But now… not only was Omega a rank higher above them, but he possessed all of Skoll and Hati's 

powers. He was at an even higher level than them both. 

So considering his stats, abilities, ranks, his attack range, and the gravity law skills such as the Gravity 

Domain… 

Omega was now Kahn's strongest subordinate who exceeded every single one of the generals and even 

Rudra in every aspect. 



He was already comparable to a 3rd stain and given his boost abilities, even fighting a 4th stage saint as 

equals wasn't going to be a problem. 

Plus his own innate skills and fighting abilities such as his job ranked up called the Dual Swords Samurai 

which gave him a 200% buff in strength and agility… 

If push came to shove, he could stand against a fifth stage saint for a while as well if he used the Gravity 

Domain skill which had the span of 10 kilometers. 

He was like the strongest sword to Kahn now and now one under 5th stage saint can touch him as long 

as Omega was there. 

"Master… I should've ranked up to a Godbeast rank but Skoll and Hati were below level 500 and I was 

only a high lord. 

If I was already on legendary rank, then this evolution would've become more fruitful." said Omega as 

his tyrannical and dreary voice in his Hrodvitnir form created sonic booms when he spoke. 

Given his size and levels… even Rudra was like a baby snake to him now. 

"It's okay. It's not like there's no opportunity in the future. This result is already much better than we 

could've hoped for." said Kahn with a pleased expression. 

Because based on their current ranks, levels and skill… forget killing two but even one mythical rank 

monster was beyond them. 

And since Rudra also originated from a low leveled legendary rank monster, he had to grow from the 

bottom just like all of them. 

"I'm currently low-leveled for now. But I feel like it will take time to form synergy between both bodies I 

was merged with and their powers. 

Skoll & Hati's skills and abilities are very different and opposite from each other. So it will take time for 

me to be able to perfectly use them." spoke Omega again and sent tremors in the ground while all the 

generals in their human forms were pushed a couple of meters back. 

"And from now on, I will also need to practice and perfect the gravity law as well as learn to incorporate 

these abilities with my combat techniques and skills." he elaborated. 

"Well, that's a given. It's also good that someone besides me also has acquired a law. 

Even though you didn't receive some sort of enlightenment or a gift from deities, this is more than 

enough to make up for it. 

Besides, fighting with swords suits you the best." replied Kahn in acknowledgment. 

"Alright… now that everything is done. We should make our next move." said Kahn as he didn't want to 

waste time waiting here. 

The throne of the strongest subordinate now already belonged to Omega and he was undoubtedly the 

undisputed champion. 



So in terms of hierarchy, the variant Fenrir was already at the top amongst them. Any argument over 

that was as useful as counting all the stars in the whole universe. 

Just when he was about to get ready to depart for the door… 

[The subordinate named Omega has met the requirements of Natural growth and Rank up. 

His rise in levels will be very fast and his original form will increase in size with each level up.] reported 

the system. 

"What the… So in other words, Omega is a legit Godbeast in making and he will certainly cross that rank 

after he levels up enough?" asked Kahn with a bewildered expression. 

[Yes.] 

"By Odin's beard… that's the best news I heard this whole month." rejoiced Kahn as he was confirmed to 

get an S Rank unit in this gacha game without even using the mighty credit card. 

---------------- 

Finally, Omega took his human form but this time… everyone including Kahn was left speechless. 

Because now, Omega looked like a completely different person than before as if born anew. 

A 6'3 feet tall man with ripped muscles and a lean ectomorph build came to be. 

Unlike before, Omega no longer had ashen hair but waist-length silver hair. His right arm which he 

always used to fight with his weapon turned completely pitch-black like that of a demon. 

Kahn could link these changes to Skoll and Hati's bodies affecting Omega's appearance after the 

evolution. 

His bright red eyes remained the same but his face became more refined compared to before. 

This time, Omega completely changed his attire and no longer wore the coat of a nobleman. But instead, 

he pulled in some white straps and wrapped them around his left forearm. 

He discarded the upper half of the armor that Albestros made him and kept only the gauntlets and the 

leg armors. 

Afterward, he pulled in 3 more epic rank katanas and bound them on the right side of his waist while he 

unsheathed Raijin, his favorite katana that Kahn named himself. 

After Albestros upgraded all of their weapons, he reforged Raijin with the bones of the legendary rank 

Invimarak. And now, the once white blade was now a blood-red katana with runes and engravings on it. 

After he was done, Omega let out a content smirk and spoke in an exhilarated tone… 

"Finally… I can be the fastest Samurai." 

 


